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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of industrial nuclear gauges are based on the use of radiation transmission
through matter. In moisture gauges for a big volume of object, a simple technique of neu-
tron moderation is usually employed. Neither technique could be applied to determination
of hydrogen or its compounds in a small volume of metallic sample.

2. THICKNESS GAUGE FOR COMPLEX STEEL PLATE (area 2.1)

A new technique has been developed [1-3] for measuring the thickness of a thin
layer of 30-200/* m thick plastic, which is sandwiched with two sheets of 0.6-4.2mm in
total thickness. In this complex steel plate as a new material with the properties of
suppressing vibration and preventing noise in some portions of buildings etc., the
measurement of the plastic layer thickness and its homogeneity is needed for quality
control, whereas there has been so far no nondestructive measurement technique. To
obtain a sufficient sensitivity in the thickness measurement, a source-sample-detector
arrangement and its surrounding structure were specially devised, where multiple
scattering of neutrons and efficient generation of slowed-down neutrons from the plastic
layer of a sample were utilized.

In a final design of the measuring head of the thickness gauge, two iron blocks as
fast-neutron reflectors were placed on both the upper and lower sides of a 252Cf- neutron
source with a small gap. An appropriately thick polyethylene sheet (3mm) as a neutron
moderator was placed on one side of the gap. A 3He proportional counter was located
close to the 252Cf source. A sample to be measured was inserted into the gap.[4]

In the structure described above, at the first glance, the polyethylene sheet may
look like an unfavorable choice that merely increases the background in the neutron
counting, since its thickness is larger than one order of magnitude over that of the plastic
to be measured. In practice, however, the sheet plays an important role in generating
thermal neutrons efficiently from the plastic to be measured owing to multiple reflection
of neutrons through the sheet and sample in the gap with the aid of iron reflectors. A
precision of about 10// m was attained in one minute measurement with a 252Cf source of
40MBq. The proposed gauging system will be planned to set up in the near future.
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3. MOLTEN STEEL REFINING VESSEL (area 2.1)

For monitoring the decrease of residual moisture in wet refractory newly coated
on the inner surface of a molten steel vessel from its outside through a thick steel
plate(~35mmt) during the period of flame drying of the refractory, the sensitivity of
moisture measurement was enhanced by a factor of 2-2.5 at least compared to conven-
tional neutron moisture gauges by placing small graphite blocks at the two sides of a 3He
counter. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of experimental appratus for residual moisture.
A precision of 0.1- 0.2wt% moisture would be obtained in a measuring time of 5 minute
with a 3.7 MBq. 252Cf source.

A Monitor for Residual Moisture
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FIG. 1 Arrangement of the Apparatus for a Residual Moisture Monitor.

4. HIGH ACCURACY COKE MOISTURE GAUGE (area 2.1)

The steel industry in Japan is a big user of radiation applied gauges, which have
contributed to the mass production of high quality steel products. The steel industry still
has potential requirements for more advanced instrumentation to achieve improved
operations in various processes. Conventional neutron moisture gauges usually used for
the coke to be supplied to blast furnaces, utilizing thermalization of neutrons, have a
weakness for measurement accuracy due to the spatial variation of moisture and bulk
density in a large coke hopper.



For saving on the use of coke and for strict control of furnace heating in the
iron-making process, a new type moisture gauge was developed using simultaneous
measurement of both fast neutrons and gamma-rays from 252Cf. The measurement is
made by observing the transmission rates of both the fast neutrons and gamma-rays
through coke falling at the exit gate of a weighing hopper. The moisture content and the
bulk density are determined by solving a simultaneous equation, moment by moment.
The average value of the moisture content for a batch of coke is given at the time when
the fall of the batch is completed.

In the novel moisture and density gauge, a single organic scintillator system was
adopted which could detect fast neutrons and gamma-rays separately by means of pulse
shape discrimination [5-8]. A fast and stable digital pulse-shape discriminating unit has
been developed for the moisture gauge [9]. This was an important key in developing the
new gauge and the first successful trial in the field of industrial measurement.

The improvement in accuracy and precision of the moisture determination was
about four times that of existing neutron moisture gauges. The economic benefit from the
use of the new gauge, when compared with the existing gauges, was estimated at 57
million yen as an annual saving mainly due to saving of coke. Four units of this gauge are
successfully in routine use in Kimitsu Works, Nippon Steel Corporation, since 1982.

At the present time we are develop ing a new version of a pulse-shape discrimi-
nating unit. The new one has the characteristics which contain the easiness of operation
and the stability.

5. ELECTRONIC IMAGING FOR Cf-252 BASED NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY
(area 2.4)
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The study of neutron radiography (NRG) using a low flux neutron source is
considered to be very important for develop ing new fields of the application of NRG.
Nuclear reactors provide high fluxneutron beams and can be used for visualization of
dynamic phenomena. However, the cost of facilities and restriction on inspecting objects
are limiting the application field of NRG. Small accelerators and radioisotopes have been
used as neutron sources for static NRG using films or very sensitive electronic imaging
systems. A 252Cf neutron source was installed in a transportable exposure module for
NRG and has been used in the inspection of aircraft corrosion. As an imaging method for
the low flux neutron beam, the electronic imaging has great advantage of high sensitivity
and it has been progressed by the development of photon counting technique. The
photon counting technique is the most sensitive imaging technique and achieves the
highest utilization rate of incident neutrons. An ordinary electronic imaging system for



thephoton counting met hod consists of an image intensifying device and also a very
sensitive imaging device. In case of an imaging tube, neutron signals can be recognized as
bright spots in each frame. The frame data is transferred to binary data and the gravity
of each bright spot. That is, the coordinates are derived to increment a counted number
in an image memory. In some imaging device based on a position sensitive detector, each
neutron pulse is processed pulse by pulse and its coordinates of the gravity are calcu-
lated. In this paper [10] an attempt to improve the photon counting method will be
presented. Several signal processing modes havebeencomparedusingtheMusashi
Dynamic Image Processing System (MDIPS) for Cf-252-based NRG. A 2s2Cf
neutron source of Japan Atomic Energy Institute was used. The characteristics of the
NRG facility were the following: the thermal neutron flux was 800 cm at L/D of 25, D
was 20mm, the collimator outlet diameter was 200mm, the n/gamma ratio was 3x10 cm
mR, and the thermal neutron component was 75%. The imaging part consisted of a
Fujinon CF-50L lens (F0.7), an image intensifier Hamamatsu Phonics C2166, and a TV
camera equipped with a Chalnicontube. A Kasei Op tonics LiF/ZnS fluorescence
converter was used. The video signal was converted to a digital value of 10 bits and
digital image data were processed with MDIPS. The digital part consisted of a TV
camera controller for non-standard beam scanning, a digital data transformer, a digital
filter, a data acquisition memory, a multi-screen monitor and a host computer. The TV
camera controller was designed to adapt p ixel number of image data, sampling clock
frequency of video signal and frame blanking rate to exp erimental conditions and re-
quirements. The frame blanking was a technique to improve the SN ratio. In this operat-
ing mode a scanning beam was periodically blanked within specified frames to accumu-
late signal charge on the tube target. In this experiment, Operating parameters were
following; the filed size was 10cm x 10cm, the image size was 256 x 256 pixels, the pixel
samp ling frequency was 6MHz, the frame rate was about 27 frame per second and
maximum measuring was 6 MHz, the frame rate was about 27 frame per second and
maximum measuring time was 8 hours. Cadmium and Polyethy lene step-wedges were
used to evaluate the performance of data processing modes. In this experiment two
function of the MDIPS were used. One was binary image transformation and its thresh-
old and its threshold level was selective to any value by the host computer. The other
was a minimum filter which is a kind of separate ranked-order filters and the window
size was 3x3.

At the present time, we are going to try Neutron Radiography System using a
small neutron source (252Cf, 3.7 MBq.). The following tables show a specification of the
system.

TABLE 1. Specifications of the CCD camera ( MCD400S)

Format
Pixel Size
Arrav Size

Bit Resolution A/D Converter
Readout Rate

336x243 [pixels]
10xl0[um2]

3.3x2.4[mm2]
16

100lkUopi.\els/sec]



TABLE 2. Neutron beam characteristics at the experimental filed

LTD ratio
Field area

Thermal neutron flux
Inhomogeneity of the beam
intensity
Thermal neutron ratio

n/gamma ratio

25 (20mm)

20* [cm]

320 Tn cm-V1]
75-100%

75±5%
2.9xlO4[cm-2mR-1]

TABLE 3. Characteristics of the imaging system

Thermal neutron flux

Sampling clock frequency

Exposure time

Radiographic field size

Sample size

Number of accumulated frames

320[ncm-Y1]
125[kHzl
10|"msl

5.5x4[cm2l
336x243[pixels]

7800[framesl
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